Assignment for Health Education Presentation (10 points)

Instructions: Review the questions prior to the presentation. The questions are in the sequence of the presentation. Listen effectively as slide content is delivered and complete each question during the presentation. Assignments will be collected at the end of the class. Be sure you have printed your name in the place provided.

Name: ___________________________ Date: ________________

1. How does health differ from wellness? (1 point)

2. Define “Healthy People” and briefly describe its two main goals. (1 point)

3. Describe how health education historically emerged. (2 points)

4. What are the three major functions of a health educator? (2 points)

(Turn page over to complete questions)
5. Briefly describe comprehensive school health education. (2 points)

6. Briefly describe coordinated school health organization. (1 point)

7. Identify two professional associations for health educators. (1 point)